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List of Goals
Technical Operations Committee

- Alignment of Tech Ops activities with the dynamic impact of pandemic and post-pandemic.
2021 Tech Ops Organization

- **Tech Ops Committee**: Steve Butler, Marina Ruggieri and George Schmidt
- **Panel Coordinator**: George Schmidt
- "Vision & Perspectives" **POC** from Panels
- **POC Committee**
2021 Tech Ops Organization
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2021 Tech Ops Objectives

- Identification of visionary topics for Future Directions and Society FoI

- Solicit panel articles for Systems and TAES as well as inputs to QEB

- Cross-panel activities and super-topic
Objective Description

**S** – Identification of visionary topics for Future Directions and Society FoI

**M** – Status Presentation at BoG meetings

**A** – Assigned to: TO Committee and Panel POC’s)

**R** – Relevant to 2020 goal #2 and 2021 goal

**T** – Time period for performance: Feb-Dec 2021
Objective Description

**S** – Solicit panel articles for Systems and TAES as well as inputs to QEB

**M** – All Panels contributing

**A** – Assigned to George Schmidt and Panel Chairs

**R** – Relevant to 2020 goal #6 and 2021 goal

**T** – Time period for performance: Feb-Dec 2021
Objective Description

S – Cross-panel activities and super-topic

M – active POC’s and super-topic identification

A – Assigned to Tech Ops Committee and Panels POC’s

R – Relevant to 2021 goal

T – Time period for performance: Feb-Dec 2021